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HIV VACCINE
WHERE ARE WE? ~~~~~~ADETTE

HIV Vaccine: Where are we?

On May 18th, we celebrated HIV Vaccine Awareness
Day, The goal of developing a safe and effective vaccine
rema,ins to be an overarching research priority and HIV
Vaccine Awareness Day is meant to recognize and thank
the thousands of volunteers, community members,
health professionals, and scientists who are working
together to make an HIV vaccine a reality, In the early
days of the epidemic, many experts thought that we
would have an effective vaccine within two or three
years of the start of the epidemic. An effective vaccine
teaches the immune system to recognize and respond
to a specific harmful organism, and despite substantial
advances in our understanding of HIV and t9,Fimmune
system, a successful HIV vaccine continues to present a
number of scientific challenges, ~

\

In March 2016, Carl Dieffenbach, Director of the Division
of AIDS at the National Institutes of Health, delivered a -,
presentation on the current research and development
of an HIV vacci~e, There are currently two primary
approaches being used to develop such a vaccine: an
inductive (or empirical) approach and a deductive (or
theoretical) approach,
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The Inductive Approach

In 2009, a Thai clinical trial known as
RV144 found 31% efficacy for a new
HIV vaccine, RV144 tested a vaccine
strategy that used a poxvirus-vectored
vaccine called ALVAC-HIV to "prime"
the immune system and a different
protein vaccine called AI DSVAX to
"boost" it. While the overall protection
bestowed by the vaccine was modest.

e implications were promising
ause the RV144 was the proof-of-

co ept that an AIDS vaccine could
redu e risk of HIV acquisition in humans,
The omising results of the study led
to th formation of the Pox-Protein
Public-Private Partnership (PS),a diverse
group of organizations, including NIAID,
committed to building on the success of
RV144,

One of the partnership's early
undertakings was starting the
development to identify a vaccine
candidate for eventual licensure, This
included HVTN 100, a phase I1II clinical
trial in South Africa, HVTN too's early
data demonstrated the safety and ability
of the vaccine candidate to produce
a robust immune response, Building
on the the success of HVTN 100, on
HIV Vaccine Awareness Day, NIAID
announced a decision to move forward
with HVTN 702, a new Phase 2b/3 HIV
vaccine efficacy clinical trial in South
Africa beginning this year, Anthony S,
Fauci. MD, Director of NIAID and co-
founder of the trial has stated, "For the
first time in seven years, the scientific
community is embarking on a large-
scale clinical trial of an HIV vaccine,
the product of years of study and
experimentation, A safe and effective

"HIV vaccine could help bring about a
dura~e end to the HIV/AIDS pandemic



and is particularly needed in southern Africa.
where HIV is more pervasive than anywhere
else in the world."

The Deductive Approach

Broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs) are
potent antibodies that have the ability to
block a high percentage of global HIV strains
from infecting human cells. These antibodies
are detected in the plasma of only about
20% of people living with HIV. and normally
only occur after two or more years after
contracting the virus. which is too late to
rid the individual of HIV infection. However.
scientists believe that if a vaccine can
somehow stimulate immune system to make
bNAbs before they are exposed to HIV. the
antibodies might protect those people from
contracting HIV. Currently. researchers are
identifying. creating. and testing numerous
bNAbs in clinical trials.

Looking Forward

"An HIV vaccine is within our reach"
Dieffenbach concluded optimistically in his
presentation as he outlined his vision for
the future. Vaccines have been historically
the most effective means to prevent and
eradicate diseases and thus. developing
a safe. affordable. and effective vaccine
could prevent HIV infection from uninfected
people and ultimately end the HIV
pandemic.

While the scientific community is optirnistie
about the possibility of a vaccine. it's
important to be thoughtful about the
scientific breakthroughs that continue to
increase the health outcomes of people
living with HIV as well as prevent people
at-risk from HIV from being infected.
Antiretroviral drugs for treatment and

prevention as well as PrEP for prevention have
decreased the chance of transmitting HIV infection.

AIDS United is excited by the possibility of getting
closer to the development of an effective HIV vaccine
and supports ongoing scientific research that will help
treat people living with HIV as well as prevent HIV
acquisition in people at-risk for HIV acquisition.

REFILL REMINDERS
COPAY ASSISTANCE
FREE DELIVERY
PHARMACIST SUPPORT
24/7 AT 888.AVITARX

avitapharmacy.com f 'JI G

~I~
Pharmacr.••
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FESTIVAL
8th Wonder Brewery

AARP
Abu Omar halal

AIDS Healthcare Foundation
AMC Theatres

American Cancer Society
Austin Pride

Avita
Barefoot Wine

Beauty & Beyond Skin Care Center
Bee Busy, Inc.

Bering Memorial United Methodist Church
Bold Strokes Books
BUTTLOTION.COM

Campbell's Family Concessions, LLC.
Candace Mclellan

Capital One, National Association
CBS Radio

Change Project
CJ Petrosky

Club Houston
Comcast

Cricket Wireless
DarqueTan

Dasman Food Truck
DeloiUe

Dignity Houston
Emanuel

Equality Texas Foundation
Freedom to Indulge

Fried Goodness
Friohana Shaved Ice

FrontRunners Houston
Fry Daddy Concessions, LLC.

Gateway of Hope Church
Gayborhood

Genetically Correct
.Green Mountain Energy Company

HEN LAYING EGG
Houston Montrose Softball League

Houston NORML
Houston Bride Band

Houston TX Leather Productions
Human Rights Campaign

Humanists of Houston,
Identity Tequila

Independent Adoption Center
JCO Events
KiKi Maroon
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Krewe of Olympus- Texas
Lambda Legal
LASIK Vision Institute
Lee's Fine Foods
Legacy Community Health Services
Lesbian Health Initiative of Houston
Log Cabin Republicans Houston
Mankind Project, South Central Area
Melissa's Meals
Michael E. DebakeyVAMC
Mid Main/Houston House/The Rice
Mommas at Senglemann
MSIO
My Gay Houston
ONA Churches
Open Gate Homeless Ministries
Out & Allied@ JSC: LGBT Employees at NASA
OutSmart Magazine
Plezzure Island
Renewal by Andersen
Resurrection Metropolitan Community Church
Revolution Studio
Ribbon & Soles, LLC
Ryan White Planning Council
So Driven Promotions, LLC.
Storm Tight Windows
Strongest Link
Taco Me Crazy Food Truck
TexasA&M
Texas Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty
Texas Exes LGBT Alumni Network
Texas Freedom Network
Texas Renaissance Festival
The Burger Joint
The Ice Cabana
The Montrose Center
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer
Center
The Waffle Bus
Two Tarts' Toppers
Unlaced Shoelaces
We the People Clothing
Wells Fargo
World Manufacture and Imports, LLC.
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PARADE
ACLU of Texas

AIDS Foundation Houston
AIDS HeaLthcare Foundation

AIG
Dena Gray

AT&T
Austin Pride

Avita
Barefoot Wine

BBVA Compass
Bee Busy. Inc.

Bering MemoriaL United Methodist Church
Bering Omega Community Services

BPAmerica
Bud Light

Carnes Parade Krewe
CathedraL of Hope Houston

CBS
Century 21Top ReaLty

CharLes Armstong Investments - SOBE
ChipotLe Mexican GriLL

Chris Brown
Citizens for AnimaL Protection

CLub 2020 Houston
Congressman ALGreen

CounciL Member David W. Robinson
Covenant Church

DEFINE body & mind
DICK Law Firm

Dignity/Houston. Inc.
Dr. AngeLa Sturm

Ellen Cohen
ExxonMobiLF Bar Houston

FLags Openinq
Fox Searchlight

Friends For Life AnimaL Rescue
GiLbert and Sullivan Society of Houston

Houston Fire Department
Houston Area Community Services

Houston Bears
Houston City Council

Houston Community CoLLege
Houston Federation of Teachers

Houston Humane Society
Houston IVF '

Houston Montrose SoftbaLL League
Houston PoLyamorous Organization

Houston Pride Band
Houston Transgender Unity Committee

Houston Unitarian Universalist Churches
Houston Police Department
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Human Rights Campaign
Humanists of Houston
Independent Adoption Center
Integrity Houston
Judge Mike EngeLhart
Krewe of OLympus-Texas
Lambda Houston
Legacy Community HeaLth
Lisa
Little Dipper
Log Cabin Republicans Houston
Lone Star Cab
Lone Star CoLLege-Kingwood Gay Straight
ALliance
Macy's
BradLey Odom-Harris
ManKind Project SCA
Microsoft
NationaL Organization for Women
Neon Boots DancehaLL & SaLoon
Orion
Out & ALlied @ JSC: LGBT EmpLoyees at NASA
Out at Comcast
Pat Bryan for Congress
PearL Bar Houston
PFLAG HOUSTON
PLanned Parenthood GuLf Coast
Resurrection Metropolitan Community Church
Rice University
SEASheLL EmpLoyee Network (SheLLOiLCompany)
Spay-Neuter Assistance Program. Inc.
St. Hope Foundation
St. Paul's United Methodist Church
SyLvester Turner
Superstar
Texas Renaissance FestivaL
The Dow ChemicaL Company - GLAD Network
the Montrose Center
The Room Bar and Lounge
UH LGBTQ ALumni
United Airlines
Unity Houston
WaLgreens
Wells Fargo
WhoLe Foods Market
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or sexuality, Parents bound by this
conservative gender ideology really
should stop worrying about which of
their children are playing with either
dolls or toy cars, They should stop
being concerned what others find
acceptable and focus on the sole
happiness of their children,

GENDERST EOTYPING
IN OUR CULTURE ~~~~;~~AN.
THE MOMENT IT STARTS
When children are born they are
traditionally wrapped in either
blue or pink blankets depending
on their gender, Boy bedrooms
are decorated with car and sports
themes in mind, while girl bedrooms
are decorated with flowers and
princesses, Most parents feel
obligated to continue this traditional
way of thinking and pass down these
habits to the younger generation,
Those parents who don't carryon
such practices are often shamed,

"You're a
man, act
like one!"

Gender stereotyping has been an
issue for me long before I came out
to my family, It was something I've
had to deal with since I was a child,
I was more interested in watching
romantic comedies and picking
a weekend outfit than Iwas into
Sunday's football game, For years,
I felt like an outsider amongst my
peers because Iwas interested in GENDER STEREOTYPING IN
things girls were primarily supposed THE MEDIA
to be interested in, This made me Whether intentional or not. the media
feel embarrassed and ashamed to is partly responsible for enforcing
truly be myself When a-classmate gender stereotypes, Let's take a look
made the football team everyone at your typical romantic comedy
was supportive of him; however, I for example - A girl who is strong
was mocked for being a singer in my and independent is often viewed as
school'7'ehoir, In their eyes I wasn't a woman of power, she is praised
a "rearman" Most people would for being different and although
like to believe th,at my personality she is the hero of the story and the
and interests are due to me being character you're supposed to root
gay, again enforcinqyet another for, the writers can't help but make it
stereotype, yet in open conversation seem like she is incomplete without
most would only reluctantly admit a man in her life, At the end of the
that interests and hobbies have-little story she ends up finding the perfect
to if not any correlation to gender "rY1ale partner that completes her,
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Don't get me wrong, i t's perfectly
fine for a woman to find love at the
end of a story; however, let's look
at a trending movie genre bound
to be around for the next few years,
superhero movies. See if you can
spot the gender roles that these
movies harmlessly project. The
superhero is often a male character
who is, more than likely an outsider,
underdog or has some quality
that exempts him from his peers.
The female lead is undoubtedly
beautiful and is always revealed
to be the main hero's biggest
weakness, talk about cliche! I love
classic movies like Spider-Man
or Superman but it's nice to see
when the hero is female and her
weakness is her male love interest
instead, and for that we thank
you Suzanne Collins for the
Hunger Games.

"Let me
get a guy

to help
you \Xfith

that heavy
lifting."

Music is yet another source that
unfortunately falls victim to gender
stereotyping. Men who enjoy pop
music in an environment dominated
by people who believe in gender
stereotypes are often shamed by
their taste in music. They have to
pretend they don't like that new
Taylor Swift song and instead they
have to change to something that
is ok for them to like according to
their gender. When I used to work
at a warehouse, right after high
school. I remember having a radio
station that I would tune to top 40
music while I did my work. The guys
I worked would inevitably change
my station and one of them even

said to me, "I just can't listen to that
girl music." I could only sarcastically
think to myself. "I didn't realize that
when artists sit down to write new
songs they write their new music
targeting a specific gender." That
belief was stupid then and it is
still stupid now.

GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN
THE LEGAL SYSTEM
It may seem like a harmless
issue, but consider the practice
of granting custody of children
to the mother while the father
is forced to pay child support. It
wasn't until a few years back that
the issue was brought to light and
awareness was raised on the unfair
and unequal treatment of fathers
across America. While it is a great
thing that men's parental rights are
taken into account more now, what
is truly frightening is that men had
to struggle for the right to fight for
their children. What makes a father
less of a parent when it takes both
to conceive?

THE ROLES THAT WOMAN ARE
EXPECTED TO PORTRAY
A form in which some woman are
affected by gender stereotyping is
that women are either consciously
or subconsciously taught to be
dependent on men. Most women
are taught that a man has to be
the provider and protector of the
relationship. This can lead many
women vulnerable and feeling that
they would not be able to make it
on their own. Imagine how different
life would be if women were taught
to be independent and to be their
own provider instead of making
them feel that sole job is
only for men.

GEN·6~R STEREOTYPING'S
EFFECT ON J"HE
LGBT COMMUNITY
Some gay men and women
face a lot of persecution and
discrimination for being who they
are in their everyday life. While
many men and women in the LGBT

community are able to blend in
with their peers, many others are
not. Gay men, who are naturally
flamboyant. often feel a sense of
shame in their work place for being
themselves. Many gay men tone
down their natural personalities in
order to conform to society to allow
their coworkers to feel comfortable.
Lesbians, who are considered too
butch for their environment. also
feel at times, that they have to be
less "manly" so that they won't put
themselves in a situation where they
could lose their job or be isolated
from their peers.

Why is it that there are only two
possible ways to be, the social-
standard of feminine or masculine?
According to how others view you,
if you're a male or female who is,
what is considered, "masculine"
then automatically that means that
you're attracted to women, while if
you're a male or female that is, what
is considered, "feminine" then you're
automatically attracted to men.
Gender stereotyping affects the
LGBT community because it makes

"feminine" g,ay men and "masculine"
lesbians easy targets to harass in
school. work, or in any other place
that people from different social
groups would be put together

Continued ...
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AN XPERI ENT
To dive deeper into the issue. a few questions were composed relating to gender stereotypes, One boy and one girl
whom break the stereotypes of their gender were asked to answer the following questions truthfully: however. there
was a twist with the two people chosen - both are heterosexual and very supportive allies to the LGBT community,

WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON SOCIETIES' VIEWS
ON WHAT A MAN/WOMAN IS SUPPOSED TO BE AND
DO YOU FEEL IT'S A BARRIER THAT HAS TO BE
BROKEN DOWN?

"My thought on society's views on what a man is
supposed to be is outdated because non stereotypical
men are a lot.more mainstream and accepted compared
to before, I feel that this barrier should be taken down.
however the current pace of society is slowly taking
down the barrier on its own," -Jorge

"I don't necessarily see society's views as a barrier.
because that would imply that women whose interests
do line up with society's expectations are making the
wrong choice, Instead. I think that people give too much
importance to society's expectations: they compromise
and give up on dreams because. 'That's not something
that boys/girls do," I believe that is the real barrier. the
belief that being different is a bad thing," -Alison

HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE A MAN/WOMAN
ACCORDING TO SOCIETY?

"I would define a man according to society as someone
who is extremely self sufficient and who does things on
his own without help from others. such as doing repairs
or traveling without asking for directions, He is also really
masculine and is prideful of that masculinity" -Jorge

"Hollywood seems to feel that a woman must be pretty.
have excellent fashion sense. perfect hair. nails and
teeth, Women who are overweight or have assertive
personalities are either the villain. or comic relief. Many
religions. on the other hand. view women as inferior to
men. even if they do not teach that explicitly Women
are praised for their abilities as homemakers. and are
encouraged to findjoy and happiness in taking care of
their families, There aren't many religions out there that
encourage women to seek out leadership roles. and
many flat-out do not permit woman in
said positions," -Alison

HOW DO YOU PERSONALLY BREAK THE
STEREOTYPE? WHAT EXEMPTS YOU FROM BEING A'
STEREOTYPE MAN/WOMAN?

I break away from the stereotype on how I dress and
act. For example I prefer dressing in colors such as pink
and lavender as opposed to colors such as black and
blue, I've also never been into sports and that sometimes
makes me feel like it's hard for me to have other guy
friends," -Jorge

18 OUTINFORM pridehouston.org
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"I do things because I want to do them. and I don't
ever think about whether that thing is "qirly" or not. My
husband words it nicely, He says. 'You do what you
want without stopping to think. 'Does this come
in pink?" -Alison

HOW WOULD YOU PERSONALY DEFINE A
MAN/WOMAN?

"I would define a man as someone who identifies as such
and because there isn't anyone type of man. men can
differ heavily" -Jorge

"In the most basic way. as how that particular individual
identifies himself/herself. As far as I am concerned,
if someone feels that they are a woman, that is good
enough for me, Anything else, their looks. likes/dislikes.
hobbies, sexual orientation or what they have going on
between their legs is none of my business," -Alison

HAVE YOU EVER FELT OSTRACIZED FROM SOCIETY
FOR NOT BEING A STEREOTYPE?

"Although I have never been fully ostracized or victimized
for breaking away from the stereotype of a man, I do
admit that those breakaways cause-people to react
differently to me compared to if I was a lot more of a
stereotypical male, However these people mainly seem
to be those who I do not know at all or those
who I barely know," -Jorge

"I don't really feel that I have personally been victimized
or ostracized for not being a stereotypical woman.
fortunately However. I have often noticed that when I do
something in what is typically considered to be a man's
field people tend to be disproportionately impressed and
grateful, Now don't get me wrong. I will happily accept
credit and praise when I fix something complicated, But
it is a little condescending when I take care of something
fairly basic and other people in the same field react as if
it was a huge deal." -Alison

FINAL THOUGHTS
I thought for years that the reason I was different was
because I had different likes that justified my sexuality
only to find out that many people from the heterosexual

'community also face these same types of insecurities,
When we let little things stop influencing how we treat
others. we can achieve so much together, Consider this
before you judge someone based on their interests, Is
gender stereotyping an issue the LGBT community has
to fight to knock down'? Or is gender stereotyping an
issue society in general must work together to eliminate?
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Pearl made the boys and girls swoon
as a finalist on "RuPaul's Drag Race,"

Since then, the performer has
released an EDM album, "Pleasure,"

that charted on Billboard: toured
the world: and recently signed with

Wilhelmina Models, Pearl also walked
the red carpet at the .Cannes Film

Festival for L'Oreal Paris,

/
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Ishi is a high-energy electronic band
that thrives on creating a positive
atmosphere that encourages their
audience to be themselves. let loose
and. most importantly. dance! The
band has won "Best Electronic Act"
from the Dallas Observer for the last
5 out of 6 years. Ishi plans to release a
new vinyl EP late summer.

Houston-based Wrestlers features a blend
of pop. R&B and traditional club influences.
The dou has performed at major festivals in
the US and Canada. including Lollapalooza.
Counterpoint. Hangout Fest. Fun Fun Fun Fest
and more. Wrestlers is currently recording its
debut EP.which will include breakout soul
sensation Kam Franklin of The Suffers.
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What does it mean to you to be
Grand Marshal of the Houston Gay
Pride 2016?

What an amazing honor: I am truly
grateful and appreciative. I value my
relationship with the LGBT community.
To have been nominated alone was
an honor, but to be voted for was surreal.
Ijust appreciate the fact that the LGBT
community views me as an Ally. That's
the real value to me. Thank you for
thinking me worthy of fighting alongside
you and celebrating yictories with
you as well.

What was the first LGBT Pride event
that you ever volunteered for?

I have been volunteering in the LGBT
community for over 10 years. It's hard for
me to differentiate one event as Pride,
I have never volunteered for the actual
PRIDE parade or activities.

Why do you think it's important
for members of'the LGBT
community to voLunteer and or
get active in their community?

How else does the community grow
and thrive if not by concern and
involvement of the people who make it
up. Volunteering supports growth and
strengthens the collective system. The
collective system is there to provide
support to others who may be in need
We are the ones that we are waiting for.
Because if not us, then who? Who will
be there to ensure that what we worked
hard for remains and grows?

Where were you when the ruling
of gay marriage being legalized
was announced? How was that
experience for you?

I remember being at home and watching
the coverage on the news. When it was
announced, I was elated: It was beautiful
to watch the celebration, the tears and
the pride of the community. Sometimes
~<u get a win and you just have to savor
the moment

Tori Jade Photography



What is the biggest barrier you feeL the
LGBT community faces presently?

As an ally of the community, I can't speak for
what issues should be prioritized. What I can
encourage is the LGBT community's ongoing
involvement with other groups who are fighting
similar injustices and oppression. As we fight
our own battles within our collective, we learn
skills, tricks and trades along the way to victory.

, We should continue to share with one another
and learn how to link arms and start winning on
a grander, more impacting scale. It's one of the
things that I like about the Pride Parade and its
system". it allows for allys to join in the struggle
and the celebration.

Who has or have been the biggest
supporters in your life that have made you
feeL comfortabLe with who you are?

Funny, one of the reasons why this nomination
is so important is because of my relationship
with the community. When I was first diagnosed
with HIV in 1991, it was the gay community that
educated me and included me in the collective
struggle of living and dying with HIV. It was this
community that helped me learn how to "reset"
my life to deal with HIV and not let HIV deal with
me. For that support. I will always be grateful.
And you know Leos." we are [oyall

With aLLthe progress that has been made
in the past coupLe of years. why do you
believe it is stiLLimportant to ceLebrate
Gay Pride?

"Everyone has the right to celebrate what
they believe is valuable to them. We can always
celebrate progress especially if we continue
to make it. The African American community
has come a long way since slavery, but we
won't miss a moment down here in Texas to
celebrate and recognize the date of
our collective emancipation. It's a moment
of acknowledgement.

Since the ruling of gay marriage being
Legalized in 2015. have you had the
opportunity to attend a same sex wedding
or have you yourseLf had the chance to
have a same sex wedding?

Actually, I did I attended the ceremony of a
couple that had been together for over 10
years. They have three children together and
all of them participated in the ceremony. It
was perfect and wonderful. We had a chance
to see old friends and witness the ongoing
commitment of family under the full support of
the United States Government.

What was the biggest obstacle you had
to overcome when you came out of the
closet and what advice wouLd you give to
those too terrified to do so?

What is your favorite thing about
Houston's Gay Pride and why?

My favorite thing about Gay Pride is having the
opportunity to gather with friends and family
and celebrate their time and space. I love the
parade at night.

I can answer the second question, not the first.
And I can only answer as a FRIEND. Coming out
seems to be more of a process than a one-time
outburst. Similar to disclosing one's HIV status.
You don't just say it once, you have to repeat
it over and over again". if you choose to live a
life without secrets. No doubt. the process can
be scary and even terrifying for some. ~l1fnot
everyone that you come out to will react the
same way. Some will not care, others may. But
at the end of the day, it's YOU. Your life! Your
experience! Sometimes, telling or "disclosing"
yourself to someone that is supportive can
help build the system you will need to
continue the process .
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Who has or have been the biggest supporters
in your Lifethat have made you feel
comfortable with who you are?

My wife, Kim, has been my biggest supporter. I Love
her so much and I'm very thankful for her. She is
such a sweet. caring, compassionate person, and
because of her, I am able to accomplish a lot. I am
truly blessed to have her.

Since the ruling of gay marriage being
legalized in 2015, have you had the
opportunity to attend a same sex wedding or
have you yourself had the chance to have a
same sex wedding?

Kim and I were legally married in NYC a year before
the ruling. However, I have had the pleasure of
attending a few weddings, including our 2013 Male
Grand Marshal's wedding, John Nechman.

What is something about yourself that you
would Likereaders to know?
What makes you "you"?

My laugh! I LOVE to laugh! If you make me laugh,
you have a friend for life.

Looking back on it now, how much did your
Lifechange after coming out?

I have not regretted it. I have had to overcome many
obstacles in life that had nothing to do with my
sexuality. Therefore, I do not regret coming out. I
feel good knowing that my whole self is with me in
every aspect of my life.

What is the biggest barrier you feel the LGBT
community faces presently?

One of the largest issues faced is the lack of
nondiscrimination policies in place. Yes, people can
get married. However, if they get married on Friday,
people can be fired on Monday for being LGBT. That
was the point of HERO - to have a local measure
in place if people were fired from their jot5for being
LGBT or evicted from their apartment. Additionally,
the transexual community is under attack and this
has to stop!
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What does it mean to you to be
Grand Marshal of the Houston Gay
Pride 2016?

It means so much to me that this
beautiful. diverse, amazing Houston
community chose me to represent them
during Houston PRIDE Week. I have
lived here all my life and have been
going to the parade since 1997 As I look
back at the road traveled to get to the
moment when my name was announced,
I am overwhelmed with emotion. Had
someone told me this gcould happen,
I would have never believed it. Wow! Plus,
there were two amazing, hardworking,
equality-focused finalists, Melissa
Vivanco and Rev. Lynette Ross, so I
know it was not an easy choice.
Thank you Houston!

What was the first LGBT Pride event
that you ever volunteered for?

I started participating in PRIDE in
2006 when my wife; Kim, and I started
attending Community GospeL Church.
The church did a lot of outreach during
PRIDE. Every year the church would
have a booth at the festival and a float
in the parade. I was inspired to volunteer
because I saw the opportunity to make
a difference. A lot of LGBT people had
been hurt by the church and if there
was an opportunity to help mend that
hurt. I wanted to be there. It was a great
experience. PRIDE is the one time where
people get to come out and have a
HUGE party that celebrates difference ...
beautiful difference! I've met so many
people, people with whom I am still
friends.

Why do you think it's important
for members of the LGBT
community to volunteer and or
get active in their community?

It's important because this work is
tough and it takes many hands. Nearly
50 years after Stonewall. we have seen
much progress. Marriage equality is the
law. of the land. President Obama is the
strongest pro-equality President this
nation has seen, and we are seeing more
LGBT issues illuminated. However, we
know there is so much more to be done.



Our community stiLLhas many struggLes
because we have not reached fuLLequaLity.
That was evident with the defeat of the
Houston EquaL Rights Ordinance (HERO) in
2015, as weLLas the anti-Trans LegisLation being
introduced in southern states. AdditionaLLy,
untiL HIV is combated in communities of color.
nondiscrimination Laws are enacted, and LGBT
youth homeLessness is eradicated, there is still
work to do.

What is your favorite thing about
Houston's Gay Pride and why?

The joy that permeates the week. It's an oasis
of LGBTOIA foLks and allies ceLebrating the
community. We get to see friends and rainbows
and aLLthings. ALLthings LGBTO. And the tutus!

With all the progress that has been made
in the past couple of years. why do you
believe it is still important to celebrate
Gay Pride?

Why not? We shouLd aLways celebrate. because
we shouLd aLways be proud of who we are!

What was the biggest obstacle you had
to overcome when you came out of the
closet and what advice would you give to
those too terrified to do so?

Being out everywhere. I was not reaLLyout
at work, which made it difficuLt to deveLop
meaningfuL reLationships. I was aLways scared
peopLe wouLd ask about my famiLy and then
there wouLd be issues. Once I made the
decision to be myseLf fuLLy, I didn't turn back.
Everyone's journey is different. I've had to hear
some negative comments, and I've Lost friends,
but I teLLyou, it's much better than before
being abLe to bring my whoLe seLf to the tabLe.
ThankfuLLy, I have a Loving support network.

/
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What does it mean to you to be
Grand Marshal of the Houston Gay
Pride 2016?

It is such an honor to be recognized for
my commitment to serve and support
Houston's amazing GLBT organizations
over the Last 17 years. This opportunity
to heLp Lead off Pride Houston's 2016
ceLebration and parade takes me fuLL
circle to 1996 when I waLked out on to
Westheimer and Montrose at my very first
Pride. I aLways think of that day as June
arrives in that this year wiLLbe someone
else's first Pride. For that. we aLLneed
to pitch in and make sure it is the most
positive and amazing experience for
everyone that attends.

What was the first LGBT Pride event
that you ever volunteered for?

My first voLunteer activity around Pride
was in the Late 1990'S voLunteering with
the Human Rights Campaign. I became
connected to Pride Houston in 1999 with
sponsoring and recruiting friends to
join Friends of Pride. Having that
reLationship Led to me joining the
Board of Pride in the faLLof 2005 and
then eventuaLLy becoming President
of the organization. So, clearLy these
experiences were positive.

Why do you think it's important
for members of the LGBT
community to volunteer and or
get active in their community?

It is important to support your community
wherever you Live. Being a participant in
the community brings great peopLe into
your Life, opens amazing opportunities.
and heLps you be part of a greater
purpose. Your taLents are needed.

Where were you when the ruling
of gay marriage being legalized
was announced? How was that
experience for you?
I was traveLing to FLorida for a famiLy
vacation. I was definiteLy happy and very
jeaLous seeing the Pride ceLebrations
around the nation on Facebook and TV.
am happy that I wiLLbe in Houston this
year to ceLebrate Pride.

Tori Jade Photography



What is the biggest barrier you feel the
LGBT community faces presently?

I fully believe that we need to pass the Equality
Act to ensure federal protections against
discrimination. I got married in 2011 and it is now
recognized in Texas, but I can still be fired in
Texas for being gay. Recent laws enacted such
as HB2 in North Carolina make it not just unsafe
for transgender people, but for all people. It
allows security and police to harass people
trying to use the appropriate bathroom. There

. have'been reports of many cis-gender women
being arrested or kicked out of bathrooms.
So it is not just about transgender rights, it is
everyone. Next year, the Texas legislature will
be back in session and you can guarantee there
will be new laws presented trying to strip the
rights of GLBT citizens.

Who has or have been the biggest
supporters in your life and that have made
you feel comfortable with who you are?

With all the progress that has been made
in the past couple of years. why do you
believe it is still important to celebrate
Gay Pride?

It is important to celebrate that progress and
ensure those working to limit our rights know
we are a visible and active community. I also
feel coming together provides a great way to
highlight the great organizations that make up
our community.

John Walzell was an amazing positive influence
in my life and the Houston community in the
late 1990'S and early 2000'S. He is who instilled
in me the deep understanding and near duty
of giving back to the community. When we lost
him. Houston lost a treasure. If I could talk to
him today, I would thank him for his guidance,
his friendship, and his leadership .

Since the ruling of gay marriage being
legalized in 2015. have you had the
opportunity to attend a same sex wedding
or have you yourself had the chance to
have a same sex wedding?

David and I were married in New York City on
November 11,2011. It was definitely the happiest
day of my life and an amazing experience
that I was able to share with my family. Soon
after getting married, we spent the legal
fees changing our name and drawing up the
paperwork to have some of the rights and
protections of married people in Texas. With
the 2015 decision, we gained the remaining
protections we could have peen denied or
were denied by not being legally recognized
in Texas. I am happy that my marriage is finally
recognized in Texas and that other people can
get married in this great state.

What is your favorite thing about
Houston's Gay Pride and why?

Pride Houston brings us together to celebrate
our community. There is so much joy and
love for everyone at the Festival and Parade.
My favorite part of Pride Houston is that energy
and excitement that reminds us that Houston
is really a great city and we are an amazing
community.

What was the biggest obstacle you had
to overcome when you came out of the
closet and what advice would you give to-
those too terrified to do so? ./

What is something about yourself that
you would like readers to know? What
makes you "you"?

I think one thing that is core to me is that I am
truly interested in other people. I love meeting
people and learning about their lives. I think
that is why I am so passionate about our rights,
because I have been able to meet some
amazing people that are being denied rights or
find it difficult to live their authentic self.

I think fear of rejection is always the biggest
obstacle of coming out. That is why Pride
Houston provides comfort and strength in
knowing we are all great people. I think making
sure you have a good network around you to
support you through coming out is key. I also
think that coming out in stages helped me. I first
came out to friends, then family, and
last work.

Looking back on it now. how much did
your life change after coming out?

I am definitely a happier and more comfortable
person because of living my authentic self. I
have had so many great opportunities through
being myself and giving back to the community.
Some years have definitely been better than
others, but I have never regretted sharing who
I am. <,
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More Rights for
LGBT Parents? By Laura C.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
A spate of gay custody battles are forcing
the law to reconsider what constitutes a parent. with
one particular case in New York set to have major
irnplications for many more LGBTI couples, The
New York Court of Appeals is to decide whether the
ex-girlfriend of a child's biological mother should
have legal parenting rights - despite having never
adopted the child in question, or been married to
the biological mother,
Brooke Barone claims she acted as the child's
'Mamma B' when her girlfriend Elizabeth Cleland
gave birth after artificial insemination, But when the
couple split up, Cleland reportedly denied Barone
visitation rights to the child - which is what Barone
is now fighting for in court Cleland claims she does
not feel safe leaving her child with Barone,

Tangled custody battles of same-sex families
The argument against awarding parental rights
outside of biology, marriage or adoption centers
on the potential for opening up bogus parenting
claims. These, lawmakers argue, could come from
friends, nannies, or even abusive partners seeking
to gain control and cause distress.

However, those in favor of broadening the definition
of a parent point out heterosexual men have been
recognized as parents without genetic or adoptive
connections, in order to compel child support
payments.
The legalization of same-sex marriage in the US
has thrust the tangled legalities of same-sex
families into the spotlight. with several similar cases
currently being fought in other US states, including
another typically gay-friendly state, Massachusetts.
And in Canada, the premier of Ontario has pledged
to change the law so that both parents in ~n LGBTI

•

couple are immediately entered onto the birth
certificate. This is a huge change to the province's
current law, where a non-biological parent in a
same-sex couple is forced to begin the lengthy
and costly adoption process in order to be legally
recognized.

Speaking to The Wall Street Journal. Columbia Law
professor Suzanne Goldberg said that 'It's only an
accident of law that leads one of those parents to
be unrecognized [in these cases].'
New York decision to set precedent
Even when a partner has adopted the child.
however, a biological parent looking to disavow
their former partner of parentage has legal recourse
- as a recent case involving a lesbian couple
in Alabama showed. The Alabama courts were
eventually obliged by the US Supreme Court to find
in favor of the adoptive parent. however.

For many LGBTI couples, the legality of parentage
is a pressing issue, With same-sex marriage only
legalized in the US last year, and adoption an
incredibly expensive process, a number of non-
biological gay parents do not immediately qualify
as a recognized parent in the eyes ofthe law. These
people would find themselves in a legal quagmire
should their relationship dissolve - or even if the
biological parent in the couple dies.
All eyes are on the New York Court of Appeals
decision, then. Barone will be holding her breath.
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